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01.Peach Flower Garden
02.City Control Center

03.Star Light Dome Hotel
04.No.19 Railway Lotus Kitchen Station

05.Blue Light Center
06.Obsidian Factory

07.Life and Energy Lab
08.Residential Area

09.Glory of the Galaxy
10.RAIN BGM

11.Monsoon
12.Flood of Light
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flood of light soundtrack

This game, although short, has so much replay ability and it is packed with fun mechanics and action. Constant action. It is very
addictive action. I am looking forward to seeing where this game goes in the future and what else this studio can dish out!. If
you are wondering to buy or not to buy, first you must play Xcom. If you are the type of player who loves xcom and all the
strategy in it, you will like this game!!

The tutorial is a mess and it takes a while to get used to all of the tabs within the game, but once you get it its addictive! Great
game for its price.. campaign does not show up at all in the campaign menu.
WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. great

. Yikes. Just about pooped myself on stream, very sp00ky. Great twin stick sequel to a great twin stick first game. Scoregasm 2
is more of the same Scoregasm goodness and that's just fine by me. Perfect for minimalist shooter fans.. Update 9.7.17

Steam and video encoder now seem to work after latest steam update and thankful comments and support from /u/Sean J. This
is the classic and the version you want. It is still standard quality video, but the classic art style an animation that made the series
popular.

Upvote from me now!
_______________________________________________________________________________
Bought video, but cant seem to get it to play. Steam has its own video player and says it performing a one time download that
hangs. Cant perform functions described in support as no .zip file exists at location advertised. This is a non-refundable
purchase made moments ago.

How do we go about resolving this issue?
______________________________________. A good but also a very short game.. I used to play all the Humongous
Entertainment games as a child, and Putt Putt Travels Through Time was by far my favorite! Huge nostalgia trip and my 4 year
old nephews love it too!
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So I played in predecessor of this game(suprisingly, it was... "Steampunk tower"), I really liked it so I had really high
expectations for v2. And I was not disappointed.

Things I found really good here:

 authors made excellent work on storyline(no, there is no interactivity or branching) and artwork

 levels become harder and harder to win

 different and cinematic bonus weapons

 "most effective weapon" concept, super-shot and shields ideas look quit solid and needed some time to get into

 bonus levels to get special weapons - really hard(have passed just 2 of them) but really interesting

 enemy units has their unique abilities and even behavior(while your weapon is shooting to the nearest enemy some may
stand far away and shot you from there)

Things are contraversial in some way:

 upgrades' map looks more complex than it means(especially with "spares specific for this weapon type")

 same-level upgrades does not really differ(while choosing weapon "branch" may make you regret on your choice some
time later)

 it looks like placing weapon on different stage affects its shooting range in vertical dimension but does not matter in
horizontal one(while it could make strategy more flexible but not complicated)

 I did not like an idea with restrictions depending on current level like buildings, weapons and especially discovering
regions at map

I definitely see this game really interesting and will play it from very start one(or two?) more time(s).. its so bad lol, c-stick
doesn't use moves. if they fixed this it would be really good, but the devs are just stupid.

edit:
lol nvm artist is brawl meta night 2.0. Pros:
- Fun little game
- Graphics are nice

Cons:
- Nothing really. Don't expect much in this game. A delightful old school mix of turn based stratagy and RPG.
The learning curve is steep but if the player just takes their time to understand how things work they will be rightfully rewarded.
An awesome gem of a game.
Excellent amount of content for the money spent.. i recommend this because of how smooth it runs on a piece of ****
computer the SD40T-2 is WAYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY MORE DETAILED THAN THE
ONE ON Donner Pass. If this had been the very first thing I had ever seen in VR I might think somewhat more of it.
Conceptually interesting for a game storyline (a robot programmed to love feels jilted by his family and turns to surgery to fix
the problem), but not really worth the time to download and as it's all over in a couple of minutes.

Anyways, it's free. Decide for yourself.. The controls are really bad.. You can't move the camera angle and you walk with the
arrows on the keyboard. The ''Use'' button is ''S''. On the steam controller you walk with the arrows and the ''Use'' button on the
controller is the joystick that you have to move around until its interracting with the item.
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